» Continue to expand the bike network and increase connectivity through the use of different types of bicycle facilities appropriate for the speed and volume of motor vehicle traffic on each road.

» Adopt a bike parking ordinance for new and existing buildings that specifies standards for the amount and location of secure, convenient, APBP-compliant bike parking available.

» Congratulations on the 2017 launch of a Zagster Bike Share system in York. Continue to expand this program to include more bicycles and more stations throughout York as demand and awareness grows.

» Work with law enforcement officers to ensure that enforcement activities are targeted at motorist infractions most likely to lead to crashes and injuries among bicyclists. Traffic enforcement activities should be data-based and responsive to behaviors that have been observed to lead to crashes, injuries, and fatalities.

» Your application indicated that your community is currently developing a Comprehensive Bicycle Master Plan. This is a great step to institutionalizing processes for continual improvement. Your Bicycle Master Plan update should take advantage of best practices that are applicable to a community of your size, including the use of separated bike lanes, targeted education programming, and demonstration projects to help the community understand potential new bicycle facilities.

» Continue to develop a bicycle count program that utilizes several methods of data collection including automated bicycle counters to provide long-term data on bicycle use at fixed points and mobile counters to provide periodic or before/after data related to a changes in your community’s road or bicycle network.